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Post Covid Not-For-Profit Challenges 
 

A recently released study which examined the strain on the financial health of not-for-profits by 
the Covid-19 pandemic, indicates that 1 in 3 are in danger of closing within the next two years. 

Of the 300,000 not-for-profits sampled for the study and as reported by The Hill1, it’s estimated 
that in a worst-case scenario, 38% (more than 119,000 entities) could close their doors in the next 
two years. Furthermore, 58% of non-profits reported closing at least one program in 2020 
according to the Center for Effective Philanthropy.  During the same year, 47+ hospitals closed or 
filed for bankruptcy in 20202.  

The COVID-19 pandemic has left an enduring impact on the not-for-profit workplace, forcing 
employers to navigate a maze of HR and operational issues amidst shifts to remote virtual or 
hybrid workplaces.  

For many, the PPP and other grant programs allowed them to stay open perhaps with the sacrifice 
of a service line while investments in technology and infrastructure were almost completely 
eliminated.  That lack of investment has put these organizations even further behind their more 
financially stable competitors, some of whom are backed by deep pocketed private equity 
investors. While it’s true that there will be a reckoning in the not-for-profit community, there are 
still some little-known lifelines for them to take advantage of over the next few months. 

This dearth of technology investment is being addressed by a software company in 
Massachusetts.  ScerIS, already a recognized name in the behavioral health community, is 
providing in-kind grants of licensing for its enterprise digital work space platform, ETCETERA®.  The 
grants provide a hosted or premises-based technology platform that can be used across the 
organization to provide remote access to critical, decision-related content from any place in the 
world.  Used extensively for process-related collaboration, work processes and business 
intelligence, it replaces serial emails that have no transparency or accountability as a collaboration 
tool. The software licenses are granted at no charge in perpetuity. 

Productivity is another residual issue of the pandemic virtual workplace that affects financial 
health.  A recent study published in The Economist3 indicates that although remote employees 
are working 18% longer hours, there are no commensurate productivity gains. In fact, as a product 
of the time worked increase, productivity actually fell by 20%.  

Digital work space processes are by their very nature transparent and accountable, similar to the 
way that shop floor production processes have become.  In much the same way that widgets 
produced can be counted, so too can patients seen, claims processed, payments received, cash 
disbursements made or any performance metric important to the organization’s financial health. 
When we consult with clients, a typical statement is “if you can measure it, you should.” 

Imagine your world with a primary financial system and a digital work space platform that delivers 
innovation, provides transparency and accountability to work processes and analyzes the results 
of that work in a dashboard visualization of your KPI.  Now that’s a recipe for financial stability. 



 

 

For additional information on the ScerIS grant program contact John Rainone, Grant Program 
Manager, at jrainone@sceris.com or at (978) 218-5025 
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About ScerIS, Inc: 
 
Founded in 1993, ScerIS is the developer of ETCETERA® – the Application Platform for nearly 
everything.  A resource to organizations spanning sixteen major markets, ScerIS also provides 
Managed Cloud Services, Professional and Outsourced Services. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1https://thehill.com/homenews/news/541416-1-in-3-nonprofits-in-danger-of-closing-due-to-pandemic  
 
2https://www.beckershospitalreview.com/finance/47-hospitals-closed-filed-for-bankruptcy-this-year.html 
 

3Work from home & productivity: evidence from personnel & analytics data on IT professionals”, by Michael Gibbs,    
Friederike Mengel and Christoph Siemroth of the Economist 
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